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What will you learn
Since Microsoft bought and launched PowerPoint in 1987, this smart presentation software has
steadily made his way to virtually every lecture or meeting room and today, teaching or
scientific presentations seems almost unthinkable without it. Of course, using powerpoint does
not automatically guarantee better teaching, it is a great tool to enrich the way to convey a
message but it will never correct for an ill‐designed or poorly structured lecture. All the same,
such an army of dedicated users must inevitably generate a wealth of interesting and well‐made
presentations on nearly every subject. Moreover, the current zeitgeist also applies here in that
an increasing number of authors are willing to share their material.
In this workshop session you will learn how to use Slideshare as a one of the most used
repositories for presentations. We will learn how to find interesting material and how to
prepare of modify your own presentations for optimal sharing via Slideshare.

2.

What is Slideshare
Slideshare (www.slideshare.net) is currently the world’s
largest community for sharing presentations and other
professional content. It was founded in October 2006 and
acquired by LinkedIn in May 2012. Last year it attracted on
average 60 million unique visitors a month and is among the top 120 most visited sites webwide.
Slideshare allows users to easily upload and share presentations (powerpoint format),
infographics, documents, videos, PDFs, and webinars. It currently boasts more than 15 million
uploads from individuals and organizations on topics ranging from technology and business to
travel, health, and education.
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3. Find presentations with Slideshare
3.1. What can you find on Slideshare
Slideshare is, as the name already gives away, primarily meant to share slides, or better,
presentations. However, Slideshare allows sharing of a number of file formats other than ppt:

Presentations
Text
documents
Infographics

PowerPoint
ppt/pps
pptx/ppsx
pot/potx
x

x

Adobe

Word & Text

Open Office

pdf

doc/docx/rtf/txt

odp/odt

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Infographics: infographics are “graphic visual representations of information, data or
knowledge intended to present complex information quickly and clearly” (Wikipedia).
We know them as the typical one‐page glossy printed material produced to summarise
& advertise projects, or as schematic metro maps, etcetera. In the context of this
session, infographics refer to digital versions of such info‐sheets.
Videos: video formats are only supported for the PRO (paid) version.
So, basically, what you can find on slideshare are presentations (either in ppt or pdf format),
texts, such as articles or even whole books, and infographics of all sorts. Initially, slideshare
could be considered as a kind of ‘youtube for presentations’ instead of for video, meaning that
everyone can upload and share his/her presentations on the wildest variety of subjects (and
wildest variety of quality).
However, since slideshare was bought by LinkedIn, a much more business oriented profile is
adopted. Apparently, acquiring Slideshare fitted in the Linkedin strategy to evolve from a
sophisticated address book to a dynamic network of professionals, often referred to as
“facebook for business”. By incorporating Slideshare, Linkedin wishes to promote (Powerpoint)
presentations as extended business cards, adding appealing and concise information on your
business to your Linkedin profile. This development may be less relevant for educational
purposes but we will see examples where this approach has been used by researchers to
promote their latest achievements and increase their visibility.
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3.2. Create a slideshare account
While anybody can search and views content from the slideshare collection, only registered
users can download or upload content. Slideshare does allow non‐registered users to share or
embed its content.
Creating a Slideshare account follows the well‐known routine.
Exercise 1. Sign up at Slideshare
1.

Go to www.slideshare.net and click “Signup”

2.

Complete your login data or login with your Linkedin or Facebook account. If you choose to sign up
with new login data, complete the fields and click [Signup]. In this case, you will receive a
confirmation email asking you to click on the link to confirm you email.
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Once signed up, login and go to “Account settings”; there you can add a profile picture, complete
“Personal information”, change your email (in “Contact information”), password (in “Advanced”)
and add “Personal information”

b) adjust your email preferences if you don’t want to be harassed by notifications
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c) Set your preferred language and default license. At Aquatnet, we advocate to share any
educational content such as pictures, course material, presentations, etcetera, under the Creative
Commons licensing, more specifically, the “Attribution‐NonCommercial‐ShareAlike” license. For
more details, see Annex 1.

3.3. How to search for content in Slideshare
Slideshare has a straightforward, somehow limited search feature. Searches are based one or
more keywords that can additionally be joined with quotes to look for specific combinations of
keywords. Since slideshare is automatically indexing all text appearing in every slide, searches
often yield a number of irrelevant results because some of your keywords occur in a completely
non‐related context.
Searches can be further refined for date of upload (how recent do you want the result to be),
file type and language. The file type filter differentiates between presentations, documents,
videos and infographics. Slideshare applies a rather peculiar but pragmatic approach to classify
content:
1. If a file has a higher width than height (like the 4:3 aspect ratio of a presentation slide),
it is categorized as a presentation
2. If the file has a higher height than width (like a standard A4 document), it is categorized
as a document
3. If the file is twice as high as it is wide, it is categorized as an infographic
This classification is automatically applied when uploading content, users cannot instruct for
deviations. This may yield unexpected result, for instance, if you created a PDF from your
presentation and activated the "Notes pages" mode, this file would have the shape/size of a
document. If you upload this to SlideShare, the converter will register this as a document. If you
do not want this, just generate the PDF without the notes and upload again. It will then show up
as a presentation.
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Exercise 2. Search content on slideshare
1. Use the top box on the slideshare opening page to type your keyword(s). The
autocomplete feature guides you to relevant keywords. Press enter.

2. Results are listed, 10 per page. You can refine your search by using the search filters: filter
by upload time, file type and language.
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3. Click on a result of interest to get details.

4. You can now:
- share with linkedin, facebook, twitter or G+
- e‐mail the presentation to someone
- embed the presentation
- save the presentation (if allowed by the author)
- comment on the presentation
- once you are registered, you can ‘follow’ other users.
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4. Share presentations and other content with Slideshare
4.1. Prepare your powerpoint
Slideshare is a fairly straightforward in uploading content but there are a number of issues that
needs attention as it may yield unexpected or even unwanted results.
General format of your presentation
There is on crucial difference between a presentation you prepare for a regular audience and a
presentation you will add to slideshare: you will not be there to present it! Your presentation
will simply be viewed by your audience, slide by slide. With a regular presentation it is good
practice to organize your powerpoint to be complementary to the talk you prepare to give: you
will not write whole sentences on the slides and simply read them, slides only offer a backbone
with keywords or complementary illustrations of what you are talking about. However, a
slideshare presentation is a stand‐alone medium and should contain all the necessary
information on its own but at the same time, your slides should not look like pages from a book!
The challenge is to present your message on an attractive, concise and complete way.
There are countless sites with good advice for making good ppt (google “tips and tricks +
powerpoint”) but you should always bare the above in mind. Here are just a few tips:
- Think first: before you start, think about what message(s) you want to convey, draft a
structure and organize your content
- Context: provide information on the author and your affiliation, what the presentation is
made for (lecture, seminar, …), date.
- Background: if relevant, provide links to resources where more information can be found
- Limit the amount of text per slide
- Be consistent in your formatting. Use a single or a limited number of fonts. Use consistent
font size & color for headings of the same hierarchy
- If you want to suggest the intervention of a speaker, you may consider inserting text
balloons.
Animation & slide transition
A major drawback of slideshare is that the upload converter does not preserve animation or
slide transitions. To avoid loss of significance associated with animation, you may need to
replace an animated slide by two or more slides that show the subsequent appearance of
content.
Hyperlinks
Slideshare claims to support hyperlinks in presentations and documents when they are in
supported file formats (basically ppt, pdf & txt).
But:
- for hyperlinks to work you must properly insert the hyperlinks (use the Insert/Hyperlink
command in PowerPoint. Just entering the URL text does not mean that the hyperlink will
work.
- internal links are not be supported. For instance, if slide 3 of your presentation has a link
that takes you to slide 8 of the same presentation, this link will not work on SlideShare.
- hyperlinks are not supported in infographics (while it’s the same format as presentations
& documents !?)
- hyperlinks cannot be on the first three pages of your file (god knows why that is!!)
Slide/speaker notes
If your uploaded SlideShare contains speaker notes, they will be displayed on the presentation
view page. However, speaker notes get generated only for raw file formats (ppt, pptx, odp) and
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not for presentations that where converted to pdf. Also, all formatting is removed from the
notes, such as bullet points, hard returns etc.
éa
Audio
Earlier, slideshare offered the possibility to upload a presentation along with accompanying
audio (called ‘Slidecast’). This allowed uploading narrated presentations. Unfortunately, this
feature was abandoned for no clear reason, much to the frustration of many users.
If you think audio is essential to your presentation, you may consider recording your narrated
presentation with powerpoint, turn it into video and upload it to YouTube. For instructions: see
this useful presentation on slideshare
→ http://www.slideshare.net/cansorge/posting‐narrated‐powerpoint‐slides‐to‐you‐tube
Video / Movie clips
Slideshare does not convert embedded audio or video in presentations. However, while
embedded audio or video will not be displayed when users are viewing the Slideshare your
upload, these items will still remain in your file when users download your SlideShare.

Exercise 3. Preparing a presentation for upload
1. Search and download the presentation ‘Sharing presentations ‐ Exercise 3.ppt” from the
workshop’s dropbox folder.
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4.2. Upload your presentation
If your presentation is ready, you can upload it to slideshare. You can either upload the original
powerpoint version or you can convert it to pdf first. Choose the option according to your
specific preferences taking into account the following consequences.
Powerpoint:
 Users can modify & re‐use your presentation*
 Your speaker notes are converted and inserted with your slides
 Users can modify & re‐use your presentation
 Sometimes fonts and lay‐out are messed up (watch out with colour gradients!)
PDF:
 Formats & fonts are correctly rendered
 Users cannot modify & re‐use your representation
 Users cannot modify & re‐use your representation
 Speaker notes are not converted
*Note that you can specify per file if you want to allow users to download it, therefore, you can
decide to upload content as powerpoint in order to have the speaker notes included but
disable downloading to avoid the presentation is re‐used.
Remember that Slideshare is automatically classifying your uploaded content according to the
width/length ratio:
width > height  PRESENTATION

height > width  DOCUMENT

height > 2 x width  INFOGRAPHIC

You cannot deviate from this automatic allocation. This may yield unexpected result, for
instance, if you created a PDF from your presentation and activated the "Notes pages" mode,
this file would have the shape/size of a document. If you upload this to SlideShare, the
converter will register this as a document. If you do not want this, just generate the PDF
without the notes and upload again. It will then show up as a presentation.
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Exercise 4. Upload a powerpoint to Slideshare
1. Sign it at Slideshare and click “Upload” or “Upload Now”

2. Click “Select one or more files from your computer”, browse through your files and select
the file you want to upload.
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3. Your file is getting uploaded. Then you can fill in specifications of the file:
- Give a descriptive title
- Give a brief description of the content & context of the presentation
- Give a complete selection of relevant tags
Click “Save & Continue”

4. If you wish, you can choose to share your presentation with Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, g+
or send it by e‐mail. More importantly, you can set specific privacy setting for this
presentation: click “Advance Settings”
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5. Set of adjust file details. Choose another license type if you want to deviate from the
licence type setting chosen in your profile settings. Click “Update” (page bottom) when
finished.

6. Go to the “Privacy settings” tab. Select whether you want to allow downloading of your
presentation or not. Bear in mind that a powerpoint that is downloadable can simply be
modified and re‐used.
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4.3. Add SlideShare content to your Linkedin profile
As explained in section 3.1, SlideShare became a part of Linkedin. Consequently, Linkedin now
facilitates incorporating slideshare content into your Linkedin profile.
Exercise 5. Add slideshare content to your linkedin profile
1. Login at Slideshare
2. Go to your profile, then “My Uploads”

3. You get an overview of your uploaded content. On mouseover of a specific presentation, a
banner appears with
in Add to profile
. Click the banner.

4. The banner changes to “
Linkedin profile.
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Usefull links and resources
 creativecommons.org/
 search.creativecommons.org/
 Adding work samples on your Linkedin profile:
https://help.linkedin.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/34325/ft/eng
 Mediabase.fao.org
 Flickr.com
 Compfight.com
 http://www.aquatnet.com/index.php/145/online‐guide‐to‐new‐media/
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ANNEXES
SETTING PRIVACY RULES
As soon as you make a picture (or create any other tangible expression of an idea, for that
matter, such as music, drawings, text, …) you have the intellectual property as a creator under
the form of a “all‐rights‐reserved” copyright, well known by its circled “C” symbol: ©. Setting
and respecting privacy rules is very important for picture sharing sites. For the owner it
guarantees his material is not misused against his/her will.
In the context of teaching and sharing learning material we, at AquaTNET, are strongly
advocating to share pictures under the Creative Commons licensing, more specifically, the
“Attribution‐NonCommercial‐ShareAlike” license. Creative Commons is a not‐for‐profit
company that was set up in response to a growing number of content designers who wanted to
be able to share their work without the restrictions attached to the copyright they
automatically owned. Their slogan is “Share, Remix, Reuse ‐ Legally”. Creative Commons
provides free tools that allow users to mark their creative work with a range of symbols, each
specifying a restriction they want put on their work. That is, the work is still copyrighted but
others are allowed to use it without restriction other than those indicated by the following
letters:
‐ Attribution (BY): You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).
‐ Non‐commercial (NC): You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
‐ Share Alike (SA): If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the
resulting work only under the same, similar or a compatible license.
This is represented by following logo:

From:
-

Aquatnet Workshop on Innovative teaching tools: Creating content for learning
environments
Session 6: Using and sharing images in e‐learning (by Jean Dhont, Ghent University)
September 7, 2011
Villamoura, Portugal
(complete notes on this session can be found on www.aquatnet.org )
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